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Abstract— In recent years, electronic check (e-
check) has been more and more popular on 
the electronic commerce application. For this 
reason, there were many scholars have 
proposed the security issues for related e-
check. Chang et al. present their views on e-
check to improve the past scheme. Chang et 
al.’s scheme achieves the security of system 
and provides mutual authentication between 
payer and payee. However, there still has non-
anonymity, time synchronous and too large 
computing issues in their scheme. We 
therefore propose an improving scheme to 
avoid these defects. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1988, Chaum [1] was first proposed an idea 
of electronic check, the idea has a strong 
influence on e-commerce. It is convenient for 
user to pay on electronic payment. Today, the 
electronic payment system can be categorized 
into two types: electronic check (e-check) and 
electronic cash (e-cash). The electronic payment 
system has been become general payment 
mechanism, but it exists non-anonymity, large 
computing and non-repudiation etc. issues have 
become the attacking goal, so related security of 
electronic payment has become an important 
issue. 

In recent year, more scholars research for 
electronic check and proposed many views of 
security. In 1988, Chaum proposed an on-line 
electronic check system, but the system has to 
build large computations. In 2001, Hsien et al. [5] 
proposed an electronic traveler’s check scheme 

and divided it into three phases: withdrawal 
protocol, payment protocol and deposit protocol. 
Hsien et al. used ElGamal digital signature to 
achieve non-repudiation of electronic traveler’s 
check. Due to many exponentiations exist in their 
scheme; it is a heavy load problem. Another 
important issue is anonymity. In 2007, Liaw et 
al.’s scheme [6] said that the features of 
traditional electronic check are following: 
anonymity, transferability and convenience. It is 
important in electronic check issue. Because it 
can protect an identity of payer, if the data is 
stolen, it doesn’t worry that attacker knows the 
information of data. In 1989, Chaum proposed an 
off-line electronic check system [2] to solve the 
problem of large computing. But Chen [3] 
pointed that Chaum’s scheme is not really an 
efficient system, so in 2005, Chen proposed an 
efficient on-line electronic check protocol. In 
Chen’s scheme, it used less hashing operation to 
improve the efficiency of the system. After 
transaction, the face value and payee’s identity 
have to add on electronic check to verify the 
check whether correct. But in Chen’s scheme, it 
cannot achieve the security requirement in the 
efficient electronic check system. For this reason, 
Chang et al. [4] proposed a secure electronic 
check system has to achieve the following 
requirements: uniqueness, robustness, mutual 
authentication, non-repudiation. Chang et al. 
improved Chen’s scheme and proposed their 
views. The proposed scheme divided into two 
phases: registration phase and payment phase, 
they used blind signature and RSA digital 
signature to achieve above four requirements. But 
in their scheme, the electronic check system used 
the user real identity to conduct transaction with 
payee and used hash chain to make a large 
computation. It can’t achieve anonymity and 
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efficiency. We therefore improve Chang et al.’s 
scheme. 

In Chang et al.’s protocol, it could achieve 
above four requirements, but does not achieve 
anonymity. In addition we find that the 
computation is very large in Chang et al.’s 
scheme. Chang et al. used a large face value to 
execute an on-line hash chain exponentiation. It 
is not suitable to real time system. In this paper, 
we will improve above problems and analyse to 
show that our scheme can achieve more secure. 

The rest of this article is organized as follows. 
In section 2, we first review Chang et al.’s 
scheme and make a security analysis. Next we 
propose our improved scheme in section 3 and 
analyse the security of our scheme in 4 section. 
Finally, we make a conclusion in section 5. 

2. REVIEW OF CHANG ET AL.’S 
SCHEME 

In Chang et al.’s scheme, they used blind 
signature, one-way hash function, and RSA 
digital signature to propose an electronic check 
mechanism. Now, we review their scheme. The 
Chang et al.’s notation is shown in table 1. 

TABLE 1 
THE NOTATION OF CHANG ET AL.’S SCHEME  

XID  The identifier of X. 
Xpk  The public key of X. 
Xsk  The private key of X. 
)  ( ⋅H  A secure hash function. 

|| The string concatenation operator. 
j  The times of check book can use. 
i  The time of check book has been used 
w  The maximum face value of e-check. 

)  ( ⋅XE  A symmetric encryption with the secret 
key X. 

ck  The secret key shared between payer 
and bank. 

T  The current timestamp. 
a  The face value. 

2.1. The Registration Phase 
First, customers have to register account in 

the bank, and the bank has to choose randomly 
two different large prime numbers p and q , then 
compute qpn ⋅= . After that, bank uses RSA 
algorithm to generate the public key ),( npkbank  
and private key ),,( qpskbank . Payer sets w  into 

the maximum face value of e-check. The process 
is described as follows: 
Step 1: The payer randomly chooses a secret     

integer r . 
Step 2: The payer computes: 

))(||( rHIDHm w
payer= and )(mH=α . 

Step 3: Then the payer sends a registration 
request including ),( αpayerID to the bank. 

Step 4: After receiving the request, the bank 
verifies the payer’s identity payerID and 
computes: 

)(mH j=′α  
ns banksk mod)'(α= , 

where j  is the number of times that the 
payer can use the check book. Then, the 
bank sends ),( js to the payer. 

Step 5: Upon receiving the message from the 
bank, the payer verifies the integrity of 
the message by checking whether 

)(mHs jpkbank = or not. If it holds, the 
payer stores the e-check book ),,( jsm . 

2.2. The Paying Phase 
When the payer decides to use the e-check buy 

some goods. Setting a is the face value for the 
transaction where wa ≤ . 
Step 1: The payer randomly chooses two integers 

R  and b , and computes: 
n bRk payeepk ′=  mod  

where )( n,pk payee ′  is the public key of 
the payee. The payer subsequently sends 
k to the payee. 

Step 2: After receiving k , the payee computes: 

 nbRkk payeepayee sksk ′⋅==′ mod  
where payeesk  is the private key of the 

payee. And then sends  'k  to payer. 
Step 3: When the payer receives 'k , then 

computes: 
nbRkM payeesk ′=⋅′= − mod  1 , 

MrHC aw ⊕= − )(1 , 
)||(2 TiEC ck= . 

The usage of timestamp needs a 
synchronization mechanism between the 
payer and the bank.  

Step 4: The payer then checks if 
nMb payeepk ′= mod  holds or not. If it is 
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valid, the payer terminates the transaction; 
otherwise, the payer sends the message 

),,,,,,,,( 21 TCCsjbaIDID bankpayer  to 
the payee. 

Step 5: According to the received message, the 
payee can verify the integrity of the 
message by checking whether  

=bankPKs )))(||(( 1
payeeska

bank
j bCHIDHH ⊕  

holds or not.  Step 6: After receiving the message from the 
payee, the bank checks if the e-check in 
the database or not.  

Step 7: The bank checks whether a  is larger 
than the payer’s deposit in the bank or 
not. 

Step 8: The bank records the current timestamp 
T ′  when the message is received.  

Step 9: The bank checks whether )  ( TT −′  is 
within the valid time interval TΔ . 

Step 10: The bank verifies the e-check by 
computing 

 ))(( mHHs ijipkbank −=  
If it holds, the bank refreshes the payer’s 
e-check book and sends “Accept” 
message to the payee; otherwise, the 
bank sends ”Reject” message to the 
payee.  

Step 11: If the received message is accepted, the 
payee sends “Accept” message to the 
payer. 

3. CHANG ET AL.’S SCHEME 
SECURITY ANALYSIS 

In this section, we analyse the security of 
Chang et al.’s scheme, and indicate the faults of 
their scheme. 

3.1. Non-anonymity issue 
In Chang et al.’s protocol, in the paying phase, 

the payer has to use his or her real identity to buy 
something and send the message ,,( bankpayer IDID  

),,,,,,, 21 TCCsjba to payee. In this message, 
the payerID is the payer’s real identity, it is 
possible to be intercepted by attacker and the 
payer’s identity can not be protected. So, Chang 
et al.’s scheme suffers from anonymous. 

3.2. Large computing issue 

In the registration phase of Chang et al.’s 
protocol  

))(( rH || IDH  m w
payer=  

For above expression, the authors denote w  is 
the maximum face value of electronic check, it 
must waste a lot of time to perform the 
exponentiation during the transactions, it’s not 
acceptable. 

3.3. Time synchronous issue 
When the payer buys something in paying 

phase, it generates a timestamp payerT . If payer’s 
time is not the same as bank, it exists time 
synchronous issue. That is the payer’s data is 
unable to update real-time with the bank then 
occurs time synchronous issue. 

4. OUR IMPROVED SCHEME 

In this section, we propose our views to 
improve the Chang et al.’s scheme and enhance 
security between payer and bank. The notation of 
our scheme is shown in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 
THE NOTATION OF OUR SCHEME  

XID  The identity of X. 

XX SKPK / The public / private key of X. 
R  The random number. 

)  ( ⋅h  One-way hash function. 
|| The string concatenation operator. 
⊕  XOR operation. 

j  The number of times that check 
book can use. 

w  The maximum face value of e-
check. 

)  (/)  ( ⋅⋅ XX DE Symmetric encryption / decryption 
with the secret key X. 

CK  The session key shared between 
payer and bank. 

N The nonce. 
a The face value. 
 The secure channel. 
 The insecure channel. 

 
The scenario is shown in Fig 1. 
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Fig. 1 the scenario of our scheme 
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 4.1. Registration phase 

First, a payer has to register an identity to bank, 
he/she sends the real identity to bank, then bank 
generates an anonymous identity for payer, the 
scenario is shown as follows. 
Step 1: The payer takes his/her real 

identity payerID  

Step 2: Payer sends payerID  to bank. 

Step 3: When bank receives the payerID , it will 

check the payerID , then computes as 
follows: 

payerpayer

payer

SK
payeri

payerpayer

CIDID

jwCIDh

nCIDr

dIDhCID
bank

 and  Store

)(

mod

)(

⊕⊕=

=

⊕=

α

 
where payerCID is an anonymity identity 

of payer, then the bank sends ,( payerCID  

),,, wrj iα to the payer. After receiving 
the message, the payer checks α  as 
follows: 

αα  ? )( jwIDh payer ⊕⊕=′  

4.2. Paying phase 
After the registration phase, the payer can use 

the anonymous identity to buy some goods from 
payee. First, we have to denote that is secure 
channel between bank and anyone, the scenario is 
described as follows: 
Step 1: The payer chooses two  integers 

bR  and and computes: 
nNbRk payeePK ′⊕⋅= mod)( 1  

then sends k to payee. 
Step 2: After the payee receive the message k , 

he / she computes:  
nNbRkk payeepayee SKSK ′⊕⋅==′ mod)( 1  

And then sends 'k to payer. 
Step 3: Upon receiving 'k , the payer computes 

nNbRkM payeeSK ′⊕=⋅′= − mod)( 1
1  

And verifies 
?
0≥w  

when payer buys some goods from payee, 
he / she compute C1 and C2  as follows: 

iSK

payer

rNajEC
MaCIDhC

i
⊕=

⊕⊕=

)||||(
)(

22

1
 

and sends the message   
,,,,,( 121 NbaCC ),,2 bankpayer IDCIDN  

to payee. 
Step 4: When the payee receives the message 

,,,,,,,( 2121 payerCIDNNbaCC )bankID , 
he / she checks the trading face value and 
the payer’s identity if holds or not  

111  ? ))(( CNbaCIDhC payeeSK
payer ⊕⊕⊕=′

then sends the message 
,,,( 22 NaC )payerCID to the bank. 

Step 5: After the bank receives the 
message ),,,( 22 payerCIDNaC , it can 
check the payer’s identity and decrypt the 
message 3C  as follows: 

)||||( )( 23

23

NajCD
CIDCC

i

bank

PK

SK
payer

=

⊕=
 

the bank gets the messages 2,, Naj . 
Step 6: The bank checks the transaction if double 

spending in the bank database as follows:  
(1) Check if )||||( 2Naj  in the database,  
(2) Store )||||( 2Naj into the database.  
Assume the transaction occurs double 
spending, the bank will reject the 
transaction and notify the payee. 

Step 7: If the transaction has no double spending, 
the bank updates α,, jw as follows: 
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the bank sends ) , message,(accept   21 VV  to 
payee and sends ),,,( 3Njw newnewnewα to 
payer. 

Step 8: After receiving the accept message, the 
payee verifies the bank’s identity and 
decrypts 2V  and obtains V4 as follows: 
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Then sends 4V to payer. 
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Step 9: When receiving the 
messages 3,,, Njw newnewnewα  from bank 

and 4V  from payee, payer verifies the 
identity of payee and bank whether hold 
by: 

newnewnewpayernew

newnew

jwCIDh
VNjwhV

αα  ? )(
 ? )( 434

⊕⊕=′

⊕⊕=′

If it holds, then the transaction finishes. 

5. SECURITY ANALYSIS 

In this section, we will analyse security of our 
scheme to prove that are better than Chang et 
al.’s scheme. 

5.1 The replay attack issue 
Assume an attacker wants to replay the 

message ),,,,,,,( 2121 bankpayer IDCIDNNbaCC to 
pass the check of payee. In step 4 of paying phase, 
payee will check the nonce whether duplicate. 
When attacker replays the message, payee checks: 

11

11

 ?  

))((

CC

NbaCIDhC payeeSK
payer

′

⊕⊕⊕=′
 

In the above expression, the attacker can’t pass 
payee’s verification since 1N is already sent one 
time, if attacker sends two times then payee can 
find the 1N  is duplicate and reject the 
message ),,,,,,,( 2121 bankpayer IDCIDNNbaCC . 
Therefore, our scheme can prevent the replay 
attack. 

5.2 The forgery attack issue 
If an attacker wants to forger a message to 

deceit the payee, the attacker will fail. After the 
attacker forges a message *

21 ,,,( baCC
  

),,2,*
1 bankpayer IDCIDNN and sends the forgery 

message to payee, then the payee checks 

1
*
1

*
1  ? ))(( CNbaCIDhC payeeSK

payer ⊕⊕⊕=′  
But the attacker doesn’t have payeeSK , so attacker 

can’t forge 1C  to deceit the payee. Our scheme 
can prevent the forgery attack. 

5.3 The impersonating attack issue 
If an attacker is able to impersonate a payer to 

use the e-check, the attacker will fail. First, the 
attacker has to negotiate with payee for obtaining 

nNbR

kk
payee

payee

SK

SK

′⊕⋅=

=′

mod)(    1
 

and computes as follows: 

iSK

payer

rNajEC

MaCIDhC

i
⊕=

⊕⊕=

)||||(

)(

2
*
2

*
1

 

then sends the impersonating message 

bankpayer IDCIDNNbaCC ,,,,,,, 21
*
2

*
1 to the payee 

and checks 

111  ? ))(( CNbaCIDhC payeeSK
payer ⊕⊕⊕=′  

If the above equation holds, sends the message to 
the bank. After receiving the message, the bank 
known it is an impersonating message since the 
message unable to pass the verification without 
the true session key CK to decrypt the C3 to 
obtain )||||( 2Naj . 

5.4 Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack issue 
When an attacker wants to perform the denial-

of-service (DoS) attack to the payee or bank, it 
will be fail. In our scheme, as long as send the 
message no matter payer, payee or bank, it must 
check the correctness of the 
message:

111  ? ))(( CNbaCIDhC payeeSK
payer ⊕⊕⊕=′   

Through verification messages, our scheme can 
decide the message whether correct. It prevents 
the DoS attack. 

5.5 Double spending issue 
Assume the payee wants to double spending 

the e-check, it is impossible. The bank will check 
the message payerCIDNaC ,,, 22  from payee. In 
step 6 of the paying phase, the bank searches the 
database whether exists 2|||| Naj . If it holds, 
that must be double spending and reject the 
transaction. Our scheme can prevent the double 
spending. 

5.6 Anonymity issue  
In our proposed scheme, we think the e-check 

should be anonymous throughout the whole 
transaction process. In the registration phase, the 
payer could obtain an anonymous 
identity payerCID from the bank. If the payer’s e-
check the number of times 0=j , he/she can take 
the anonymous identity payerCID  to apply for the 
e-check again from the bank. In the whole 
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transaction process, the payee can not know the 
payer’s real identity. The proposed scheme keeps 
anonymity.  

5.6 The validity of e-check 
Assume the payer uses the e-check to buy some 

goods; the payee will doubt the e-check whether 
correct. This time, payee can send 2C to bank and use 

bankSK
payerCID to compute bankSK

payerCIDCC ⊕= 23 . Next, 

the bank decrypts the message 3C as follows: 

)||||( )( 23 NajCD
iPK = , the bank can know 

whether payer’s identity and the check correct or not. 
 

Finally, we make a comparison with Chang et 
al.’s scheme in table 2.  

TABLE 3 
THE COMPARISONS OF OUR SCHEME AND 

CHANG ET AL.’S SCHEME 

 Chang et 
al.’s 

scheme 

Our 
scheme

Prevent  
replay attack Y Y 

Prevent  
forgery attack Y Y 

Prevent  
impersonating attack Y Y 

Prevent DoS attack Y Y 
Solve  
double spending Y Y 

Solve  
anonymity issue N Y 

Solve  
large computation issue N Y 

Solve 
time synchronous issue N Y 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed an efficient and 
secure on-line electronic check system. The 
proposed scheme not only prevents some attacks 
(such as the replay attack, forgery attack, 
impersonating attack and DoS attack) but also 
solves the Chang et al.’s anonymity, large 
computation, time synchronous issues. Our 
scheme is more secure and practical to be applied 
to e-commerce. 
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